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provide a window to provide a window to 
physics at very high physics at very high 
energy scalesenergy scales

needed by precise tests needed by precise tests 
of unified flavor models of unified flavor models 
in the futurein the future
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RGEsRGEs Below the Seesaw ScaleBelow the Seesaw Scale
The effective The effective LagrangianLagrangian::

after SSB at EW scale:after SSB at EW scale:
(Here tan(Here tanββ = <H= <H22> / < H> / < H11> in the > in the MSSMMSSM) ) 

OneOne--loop renormalization equation of loop renormalization equation of κκ

with                                                , (gwith                                                , (g11, g, g22 denote the gauge couplings)denote the gauge couplings)

For more details:  For more details:  BabuBabu et alet al, hep, hep--ph/9309223, (PLB, 1993);ph/9309223, (PLB, 1993);
ChankowskiChankowski et alet al, hep, hep--ph/9306333, (PLB, 1993);ph/9306333, (PLB, 1993);

and for full scale, e.g.,  and for full scale, e.g.,  AntuschAntusch et alet al, hep, hep--ph/0501272, (JHEP, 2005).ph/0501272, (JHEP, 2005).



•• In the flavor basis where In the flavor basis where YYll is diagonalis diagonal

withwith

VV is just the is just the MMakiaki--NNakagawaakagawa--SSakata matrix,  and  makata matrix,  and  mii = v= v22 κκii sinsin22ββ..

•• The The RGEsRGEs of of κκii (small contributions from (small contributions from yyμμ, , yyee are neglected)are neglected)

in the MSSMin the MSSM

yyττ
22 ¿¿ αα

•• FlavorFlavor--dependent RGE running effects are strongly suppressed.dependent RGE running effects are strongly suppressed.
•• RGE running behaviors of three neutrino masses are almost identRGE running behaviors of three neutrino masses are almost identical.ical.



Phase ConventionsPhase Conventions
•• Standard Standard ParametrizationParametrization advocated by PDGadvocated by PDG

•• ParametrizationParametrization advocated by our groupadvocated by our group

Phase relation between two conventions:Phase relation between two conventions:
δδ = = δδ, , ρρ ==δδ + + αα11 / 2, / 2, ρρ ==δδ + + αα22 / 2,/ 2,

three mixing angles in our three mixing angles in our parametrizationparametrization equal to their equal to their 
counterparts in the Standard counterparts in the Standard ParametrizationParametrization..
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•• SimilaritiesSimilarities

1. three mixing angles have simplest connection with neutrino 1. three mixing angles have simplest connection with neutrino 
oscillations (oscillations (θθ1212 solar, solar, θθ2323 atmospheric, atmospheric, θθ1313 reactor to the leading reactor to the leading 
order).order).

2. the 2. the JarlskogJarlskog parameter has the identical expression.parameter has the identical expression.
,,

•• DifferencesDifferences

1. the effective mass of the 01. the effective mass of the 0νββνββ decay:decay:

PDG:                                                        PDG:                                                        dependent on dependent on δδ,,

Ours:                                                       Ours:                                                       independent of independent of δδ..

2. when 2. when θθ1313 →→ 0, 0, δδ automatically disappears in the PDG convention, automatically disappears in the PDG convention, 
good for discussing the quasigood for discussing the quasi--fixed point of its RGE.fixed point of its RGE.
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Of three mixing angles, Of three mixing angles, θθ1212 is most sensitive to RGE effects.is most sensitive to RGE effects.
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•• OneOne--loop loop RGEsRGEs of three mixing anglesof three mixing angles

Of three mixing angles, Of three mixing angles, θθ1212 is most sensitive to RGE effects.is most sensitive to RGE effects.

•• HierarchyHierarchy
(e.g., m(e.g., m11 ¿¿ mm22 ¿¿ mm33 and mand m11 = 10= 10--33 eVeV))

•• Degenerate Degenerate 
(e.g., m(e.g., m11 .. mm22 .. mm33 and mand m11 = 0.2 = 0.2 eVeV))

•• RGE evolution has strong effects RGE evolution has strong effects 
on neutrino mixing parameters only on neutrino mixing parameters only 
in the case that three neutrino in the case that three neutrino 
masses are nearly degenerate.masses are nearly degenerate.



•• OneOne--loop RGE of loop RGE of δδ

•• The RGE evolution of The RGE evolution of δδ depends on depends on ρρ and and σσ while the RGE evolution of while the RGE evolution of ρρ and and 
σσ depends on depends on δδ..
•• Three CPThree CP--violating phases entangled with one another in the oneviolating phases entangled with one another in the one--loop RGE loop RGE 
evolution. Thatevolution. That’’s why s why radiactiveradiactive generation of generation of δδ, , ρρ, , σσ is in general possible.is in general possible.



•• OneOne--loop loop RGEsRGEs of of ρρ, , σσ



•• OneOne--loop RGE of loop RGE of JJ (depends on (depends on δδ, , ρρ and and σσ))



Numerical CalculationsNumerical Calculations
•• How do we do the numerical calculation?How do we do the numerical calculation?

We follow a We follow a ““running and running and diagonalizingdiagonalizing”” procedure: first procedure: first 
compute the RGE evolution of lepton mass matrices and then compute the RGE evolution of lepton mass matrices and then 
extract their mass extract their mass eigenvalueseigenvalues and flavor mixing parameters and flavor mixing parameters 
at at ΛΛEWEW..

•• Present information on neutrino masses and mixing Present information on neutrino masses and mixing 
from oscillation data (90% CL):from oscillation data (90% CL):

central valuecentral value::
central valuecentral value::

The The engenvaluesengenvalues ofofYYll and the elements of and the elements of κκ at at ΛΛSSSS are chosen are chosen 
in such a way that they can correctly run to their low energy in such a way that they can correctly run to their low energy 
values.values.



RadiativeRadiative Generation of PhasesGeneration of Phases
•• We concentrate on the case that three neutrino masses We concentrate on the case that three neutrino masses 

are nearly degenerate and tanare nearly degenerate and tanββ = 10.= 10.

•• Approximate Approximate RGEsRGEs of three phases in this caseof three phases in this case

The oneThe one--loop RGE running behaviors of three CPloop RGE running behaviors of three CP--violating violating 
phases are quite similar in the chosen phases are quite similar in the chosen parametrizationparametrization..



•• RadiativeRadiative Generation of Generation of δδ = 90= 90°°

•• δδ = 90= 90°°might imply might imply ““MaximalMaximal”” CP CP 
violation in some sense.violation in some sense.

•• In the inverted hierarchy case,  In the inverted hierarchy case,  
radiativeradiative generation of generation of δδ (or (or ρρ, , σσ) = ) = 
9090°°from 0from 0°°is also possible.is also possible.
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•• JJ is sensitive to both is sensitive to both δδ and and θθ1313..

•• JJ does not diverge when does not diverge when θθ1313 →→ 0.0.

•• With a larger value of With a larger value of θθ1313, , δδ runs runs 
faster but faster but JJ slower.slower.
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•• RadiativeRadiative Generation of Generation of ρρ = 90= 90°°, , σσ = 90= 90°°

Remarks:Remarks:

Simultaneous generation of Simultaneous generation of 
appreciableappreciable

•• δδ and and ρρ from from σσ ≠≠ 00°°,  ,  
is is possiblepossible;;

•• δδ and and σσ from from ρρ ≠≠ 00°°,  ,  
is is possiblepossible;;

•• ρρ and and σσ from from δδ ≠≠ 00°°,,
is is suppressedsuppressed..



QuisiQuisi--fixed Point of fixed Point of δδ
•• θθ1313 →→ 0 may naturally arise from an underlying flavor symmetry, and i0 may naturally arise from an underlying flavor symmetry, and is s 

allowed by present experimental data. (deserve careful consideraallowed by present experimental data. (deserve careful considerations)tions)

•• Note that the RGE of Note that the RGE of δδ contains terms of scontains terms of s1313
--11. . ———— divergencedivergence

•• But the derivative of But the derivative of δδ can keep finite in the limit can keep finite in the limit θθ1313 →→ 0, if three CPV 0, if three CPV 
phases satisfy a novel continuity condition.                phases satisfy a novel continuity condition.                quasiquasi--fixed point of fixed point of δδ

•• The exact oneThe exact one--loop RGE of loop RGE of δδ (included terms of (included terms of yyμμ and and yyee)  (PDG))  (PDG)

andand

•• θθ1313 →→ 0 and keep 0 and keep ddδδ/dt/dt finitefinite

1. m1. m33 = 0, = 0, ———— δδ has no quasihas no quasi--fixed point and only (fixed point and only (αα11 -- αα22) is physical.) is physical.

2. 2. χχ = 0, = 0, ———— continuity condition:continuity condition:



1)1) Normal Normal hierachyhierachy mm11 ¿¿ mm22 ¿¿ mm33, and m, and m11 = 0= 0

2)2) Inverted hierarchy mInverted hierarchy m33 ¿¿ mm11 .. mm22, and m, and m33 ∼∼ 00

3)3) Near degeneracy (Near degeneracy (ΔΔmm3232
22 > 0 or > 0 or ΔΔmm3232

22 < 0)< 0)

•• Once the initial value of Once the initial value of αα11 and and αα22 are fixed, the value of are fixed, the value of δδ at at 
its quasiits quasi--fixed point can be determined.fixed point can be determined.



Take TriTake Tri--bimaximalbimaximal Mixing as an ExampleMixing as an Example
•• Generalized triGeneralized tri--bimaximalbimaximal neutrino mixingneutrino mixing

•• QuasiQuasi--fixed point of fixed point of δδ::

oror

δ,
 α

1, α
2

°

μ

α
1

α
2

δ

at at ΛΛSSSS,,



SummarySummary
•• RGE evolution has appreciable effects on neutrino masses and RGE evolution has appreciable effects on neutrino masses and 

mixing parameters, especially on three CPmixing parameters, especially on three CP--violating phases and violating phases and 
especially when three neutrino masses are nearly degenerate.especially when three neutrino masses are nearly degenerate.

•• Since three CPSince three CP--violating phases entangled with one another in violating phases entangled with one another in 
the onethe one--loop RGE evolution, the loop RGE evolution, the radiativeradiative generation of one generation of one 
(or two) CP(or two) CP--violating violating phase(sphase(s) from the other is possible, even ) from the other is possible, even 
the maximal value(90the maximal value(90°°) is achievable in some case.) is achievable in some case.

•• The quasiThe quasi--fixed point in the RGE running of fixed point in the RGE running of δδ is in general is in general 
unavoidable for those neutrino mixing pattern with unavoidable for those neutrino mixing pattern with θθ1313 = 0= 0°°, , 
hence it should be taken into account for model building at hence it should be taken into account for model building at 
high scale.high scale.
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